
Stop saying "I think"
12 Preguntas

NOMBRE : 

CLASE  : 

FECHA  : 

1.
James
Hey, David! Have you been keeping up with the latest trends in cryptocurrencies?

David
Yes, I have. It's such an interesting topic. I .............. that cryptocurrencies will continue to gain popularity.

James
I hope so!

A ruminate B figure

C recall D review

2. We now cannot ............. of a world without electricity.

A weigh up B guess

C conceive D concieve

3. Scientists .................. a major breakthrough in the next few years.

A envysage B envisage

C moll over D regard as

4. She had been ........................ the idea of making a movie.

A mulling over B recollecting

C calling for mind D guessing

5. Frank ................ that there has been a cover-up.

A is helding B is from the opinion

C is of the opinion D concieves



6. The sale has been held up because the price is ................. to be too high.

A meditated B recollected

C demeed D reckoned

7. I was ..................., and reached a higher state of consciousness.

A meditating B bringing from mind

C rumiating D asking to mind

8.
Noah
I reckon it's important to research and understand the market before making any investment decisions.

James
Definitely. It's crucial to ................. whether a particular cryptocurrency has long-term potential or if it's
just a passing trend.

A pander B weight up

C judge D concieve

9.
Tom
I ................. education and awareness play a crucial role in tackling climate change.

Sarah
Absolutely. If we want to combat global warming effectively, we need to make it a priority at all levels -
from governments to individuals.

A pondered B reckon

C reflected D weigh out

10.
Jessica
I'll definitely ponder on that advice, Harry. Thank you for your encouragement.

Harry
Anytime, Jessica . ..................., success comes to those who ruminate on their dreams and work towards
them.

A hold of mind B recolect

C remember D hold to mind



11. I've been .......................... all day. but I can't remember her name.

A racking my brains B rocking my brains

C cogetating D contemplating

12.
Tom
No problem, Sarah. You've always been a top student. I .......................... you'll excel in college as well.

Sarah
I appreciate your confidence in me. Sometimes, it's hard for me to judge my own abilities.

A 'm from the opinion that B ruminate

C 'm on the opinion that D reckon



Clave de respuesta

1. b 2. c 3. b 4. a

5. c 6. d 7. a 8. c

9. b 10. c 11. a 12. d


